
Should Euthanasia Be Legal?

Yes No

✏ Everyone has the right to die
with dignity

✏ People should have the choice
about their life

✏ It can be carried out safely in a
legal way with medical aid

✏ Family/friends shouldn’t have to
suffer and watch their loved
ones in pain, nor should they be
punished for it

✏ Just because it's legal doesn’t
mean everybody is going to use
it

✏ It sends out the wrong message
about life

✏ It might not be the end of
somebody’s life - there may be a
miraculous recovery

✏ Who chooses to have euthansia
- when is that choice made?

✏ Government don’t have the
medical knowledge to pass such
a law

✏ People could illegally access the
equipment for this resulting in
unnecessary deaths

✏ You’re effectively asking a doctor
to “murder” a patient

Vocabulary:
To commit suicide  - to kill oneself
To make one’s own choice
Palliative care
Sacred
To die
To go to heaven / hell
To be in a better place
To suffer
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Questions:
1) Do you think we, as humans, should have the power to decide when life

ends?
2) Do you agree with the use of euthanasia clinics?
3) At what point do you think somebody has the right mind to decide this? Who

should decide this?
4) What is your opinion about people travelling to different countries (where

euthanasia is legal) to carry out assisted suicide?
5) Do you think it’s an economical decision for some families - it’s too expensive

to continue looking after a sick relative?
6) Do you think there should be exceptions for loved ones involved in assisted

suiicide that protect them legally?
7) Why do you think all of the cases in the Supreme Court in the UK have never

sided with the patient?
8) Do you think religion plays a role in this choice?
9) If animals can be put down towards the end of their life, why can’t humans?
10) Do you believe that governments should be involved in this decision?

After all, death is a private family matter.
11) Do you think patients would suffer from peer pressure in these situations?
12) What if somebody (still able to speak/move) expressed that they wanted

euthansia but then changed their mind when they could no longer
communicate?
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